


The recently created ARTESANOS homeware and travel line, inspired by Coqui Coqui’s lifestyle, 
showcases accessories and foldable furniture for the home, as well as pieces in suede for

 heritage travellers and family adventures. 

The collection was produced with 100% Mexican fibres and materials such as: pure cotton, 
sansevieria, suede and wood to celebrate a primitive luxurious way of  living and travelling.

Each product was created from the beautiful Mexican traditional culture which involves the Mayan 
believes, the Franciscan colonial style, the remains of  the European vibe, as well as the minimalism 

from modern society - to fulfil the needs and requests of  our guests and visitors.

This concept was born thanks to the talks and thoughts with friends, guests and clients who have 
experienced and appreciated Coqui Coqui at the beach, in the jungle, walking through colonial little 

streets, and in the eclectic vibe of  the decadent Yucatán’s capital.

HOMEWARE & TRAVELS



The Hamacas are one of  the most significant pieces from the Yucatecan culture: re-inventing the 
concept of  relaxing, in a beautiful natural way, creating Hamacas made of  Sansevieria with long fringes.

Sansevieria is a plant used by only few remaining artisans who still know and value the technique of  
making threads from its leaves. Its fiber is strong and durable, becoming softer and more luminous using 
it in your daily life. They are produced in a variety of  colours going from Black, Chocolate brown, and 

Sand beige to the Green-Blue colours of  the sea.

NATURAL FIBERS



For the great interest in unique heritage pieces from our guests and friends, we imagined and created a 
travels & adventures gamuza (suede) line, which includes extra-large travel bags, totes, sports bags as well as 

48h-business-trip bag; combined with their passport and personal values holders.

Handmade in Valladolid, each product is a combination between style and comfort, as well as being 
very easy-to-wear, at the beach, in a jungle exploration, for a shopping day in the city or for a ride to any 

beautiful destination. 

Following this path, we integrated a few portable and folding furniture pieces entirely made in suede and 
wood: a folding deck chair with its footstool, a folding explorer chair, and lastly a luggage rack.

LEATHERS



OUR COLLECTION









           The Coqui Artesanos customer identifies with an elegant, timeless sense of style, and as 
such the label is proud to boast an expansive clientele-list with no pre-determined demographic. 

Recognisable examples of the Coqui Artesanos customer include, however:

Carolyn Murphy, Orlando Bloom , Michelle Pfieffer, Olivia Wilde, Kate Bosworth, Reese 
Witherspoon, Riccardo Tisci, Mariacarla Boscono, Anja Rubik, Sienna Miller, Demi Moore, Drew 

Barrymore, Kylie Minogue, Mary Kate Olsen, Winona Ryder, Miranda Kerr etc..
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For further information please contact:

Clementina Calleri 
casa@coquicoqui.com
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